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In situ single wavelength ellipsometry studies of high rate hydrogenated
amorphous silicon growth using a remote expanding thermal plasma

A. H. M. Smets,a) D. C. Schram, and M. C. M. van de Sandenb)

Department of Applied Physics, Center for Plasma Physics and Radiation Technology, Eindhoven
University P. O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 13 January 2000; accepted for publication 8 September 2000!

An in situ single wavelength HeNe rotating ellipsometry study of high rate~;80 Å s21!
hydrogenated amorphous silicon~a-Si:H! deposition using an expanding thermal plasma is
presented. An optical growth model is used to simulate the measured ellispometric trajectories
similar to models used for low ratea-Si:H growth in the literature. Thein situgrowth at high growth
rates was studied as function of the substrate temperature. The refractive indexn ~at 632.8 nm!
increases with increasing temperature corresponding to an increase in the density of the films. The
in situ extinction coefficientk ~at 632.8 nm! increases with increasing substrate temperature due to
a smaller optical band gap and due to an increase in indirect absorption. It is shown that the
ellipsometry setup in combination with optical modeling enables us to monitor the surface
roughness evolution during deposition and to obtain the dynamic scaling exponentb for postinitial
growth. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!09123-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Its opto-electronic properties makes hydrogenated am
phous silicon~a-Si:H! an excellent basis material for th
large scale production of thin film solar cells and thin fil
transistors~TFTs!. An increase in thea-Si:H growth rate can
stimulate its application in thin film solar cells even more
a more competitive position in the energy market can
obtained. Beside the immediate applications ofa-Si:H films,
e.g., in the semiconductor and thin film solar cell industri
a lot of research has been performed to understand the
damentals ofa-Si:H growth.

One of the goals of thea-Si:H project at Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology~EUT! is to study the growth mecha
nism ofa-Si:H at high growth rates~.25 Å s21!. To achieve
this goal a systematic experimental approach of the follo
ing is needed:~1! plasma chemistry: which radicals and io
are created and arrive at the growth surface;~2! surface pro-
cesses: how do the radicals and ions responsible for gro
interact with the surface and~3! material quality: what physi-
cal features determine the defect densities and o
electronic properties, etc. of thea-Si:H film grown. For ex-
ploration of these three topics a variety ofin situ diagnostics
andex situdiagnostics is needed. To improve insight into t
a-Si:H growth mechanism, it is required that correlations b
tween results obtained from these three diagnostic part
found.

In this article we will concentrate on the latter two dia
nostic parts usingin situ single wavelength rotating compen
sator ellipsometry, which is one of the few techniques
pable of probing the growth surface without perturbing t
growth processes. Over the past 20 years the ellipsom
technique has been used to improve understanding of

a!Electronic mail: a.h.m.smets@phys.tue.nl
b!Electronic mail m.c.m.v.d.Sanden@phys.tue.nl
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formation and properties ofa-Si:H by conventional rf dis-
charge, reactive sputtering processes and hot w
deposition.1–5 These studies were mainly concerned with t
initial growth and showed thata-Si:H deposition starts by
first nucleating in growing islands. It is proposed that diffe
ences in the initial growth, caused by the nature of the s
strate and deposition conditions, may also be responsible
the final film properties. Depending on the desorption con
tions and techniques this initial roughness is smoothened1 or
increased duringa-Si:H bulk growth.6

The expanding thermal plasma~ETP! deposition tech-
nique combines high growth rate~;100 Å s21! with good
opto-electronic, solar grade properties.7–11 Here we present
results obtained from a homebuilt single wavelength He
ellipsometry setup, which is suitable for monitoringin situ
the high ratea-Si:H growth. An optical growth model is
proposed to simulate the measured ellipsometric trajecto
at these high growth rates. From this growth model
growth rate, the refractive bulk indexnbulk and the extinction
coefficientkbulk during growth are extracted. It is also dem
onstrated that the ellipsometer, although using single wa
length red light, provides sufficient sensitivity to probe t
surface morphology. Results are presented as a functio
the substrate temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In Fig. 1 the ETP deposition setup is presented. T
plasma source is the cascaded arc, consisting of a cat
housing with three cathodes, eight cascaded plates an
anode plate with nozzle, all water cooled. An Ar/H2 plasma
is created in the 4 mm diam cylindrical arc channel by a
voltage between cathodes and the anode plate, which i
tached to the flange of the expansion vessel. Positioned
cm from the arc exit is a substrate holder which is tempe
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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6389J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 88, No. 11, 1 December 2000 Smets, Schram, and van de Sanden
ture controlled up to 500 °C. A more detailed description
the desorption setup can be found in Ref. 7–11.

The results presented in this article are obtained by
erating the arc at 45 A, 55 sccs Ar and 10 sccs H2 at a typical
arc pressure of 0.5 bar.7–10 The atomic hydrogen rich plasm
created expands in the vessel, which is at a typical pres
of 18 Pa. The results in this article correspond to SiH4 injec-
tion via an injection ring either 50 or 150 mm from the out
of the arc. The electron temperature downstream of the a
low ~typically 0.3 eV! and the Ar1 and H1 densities are
much smaller than the atomic H density for the above m
tioned arc conditions. Consequently the silane is mainly d
sociated by atomic hydrogen11 and the self-bias is minima
due to the low electron temperature and remote characte
the plasma. Recent results show that under the condit
used, the plasma chemistry is dominated by the silyl rad
~SiH3).

12

ROTATING COMPENSATOR ELLIPSOMETRY SETUP

The rotating compensator ellipsometry~RCE! setup used
is similar to the rotating analyzer ellipsometry setup d
scribed by Azzam and Bashara,13 except in our setup the
compensator is the rotating element. In Fig. 2 the homeb
rotating compensator ellipsometry setup is depicted. T
light source is a HeNe laser~632.8 nm! emitting polarized
light ~polarization ratio 500:1!. The laser power is approxi
mately 1 mW. A retarder is positioned behind the HeNe la
which turns the polarization from linear into circular. Th

FIG. 1. Expanding thermal plasma deposition setup for fast depositio
hydrogenated amorphous silicon.

FIG. 2. Single wavelength rotating compensator ellipsometry setup: H
laser, l/4 is the retarder,P is the polarizer,E is the encoder,C is the
compensator,S is the substrate,A is the analyzer,L is the lens andD is the
detector.
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next element is the polarizer and the analyzer~sheet polariz-
ers, Melles Griot 03-FPG-001, open transmittance 0.20
closed transmittance 1024!, which are mounted on steppin
motors ~OWIS, with accuracy of 0.005°, 200 steps/deg!.
During in situ measurements the polarizer and analyzer
kept on fixed positions. To determine the plane of inciden
both sweep over an angle range of 11°. The element in
tween is the compensator, a quartz quarter wave plate w
is coated with a nonpolarizing antireflection coating~R
,0.0075). The compensator rotates with constant freque
v and is driven by an electromotor. The antireflection co
ing avoids internal reflections, which cause interference
give an additional 2v signal variation. A lens is used to focu
the beam onto the detector. The detector contains a pho
ode~SGD-100A! and an amplification circuit~AD 524, gain
<103!.

The compensator axis is connected by means of a rub
hose to an encoder. The encoder generates one start
and 256 triggering pulses per revolution. After the detec
signal is amplified, it is converted by a 12 bit analog-t
digital converter~ADC! ~PCL 818 PC plug-in unit!, trig-
gered by the encoder, which makes the measurement in
sitive to variations in rotation speed.

One compensator revolution takes approximately 30
In the deposition setup described, typical growth rates
;100 Å s21, meaning that one to two data points~without
averaging! per monolayer~ML ! ~;3 Å! growth can be ob-
tained. At typical growth rates of 100 Å s21, C and D are
determined over four revolutions. Bulk thickness changes
4 ML can be detected, corresponding to approximately 12
This sampling rate is sufficient to monitor high ratea-Si:H
growth with enough thickness resolution.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The RCE setup is used to monitora-Si:H growth at 80
Å s21 during deposition as a function of the substrate te
perature. Using the growth model described below, thein
situ valuesnbulk and kbulk and growth rater are determined
from the measurements and compared to the measureex
situ values using infrared transmission~IR! and transmission
reflection~TR! measurements. Finally, it will be shown th
RCE measurements can be used to monitor the rough
evolution and that additional spectroscopic ellipsometry~SE!
results will validate the roughness obtained by RCE m
surements.

An example of a measured ellipsometry trajectory o
deposition at 80 Å s21 is given in Fig. 3. Apart from ultra-
sonic cleaning in distilled water and ethanol no pretreatm
was performed to remove the native oxide layer from
c-Si substrate. Before deposition the starting values ofC and
D correspond to direct reflection of light onc-Si at 400 °C
with a thin native oxide layer~10–20 Å! on top of it. Due to
increasing a-Si:H bulk thickness the curves makes
clockwise-inward spiral, towards a convergence point, co
sponding to the refractive indexnbulk and extinction coeffi-
cient kbulk of the semi-infinite film.

In Fig. 3 simulation of the growth is also plotted usin
an optical model based upon homogeneousa-Si:H growth on
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6390 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 88, No. 11, 1 December 2000 Smets, Schram, and van de Sanden
a c-Si substrate with a thin oxide layer and on top of that
in time varying surface roughness. Within this model t
angle of incidence, substrate refractive indexnsub substrate
extinction coefficientksub and thickness of the oxide laye
dSiO2

are determined from the starting point. Thensub and
ksub at 632.8 nm are temperature dependent which is
cluded in the model.14–19So for certain substrate temperatu
Tsub the substrate parametersnsub andksub are fixed and the
starting~C, D! value determines the angle of incidence a
dSiO2

, sincenSiO2
~632.8 nm!51.462 ~Refs. 20 and 21! and

kSiO2
50.000 and both are considered to be temperature in

pendent. In the literature it has frequently been shown,
by including extra overlayers in the optical growth model t
ellipsometric fit of a-Si:H growth improves.1,3,13,22–24This
top layer can be regarded as the surface roughness and
smaller refractive index than the bulk. The roughness
modeled by a top layer consisting of a certain volume fr
tion of voids. To restrict the number of free parameters, t
fraction is assumed to be 50%, similar to that reported
Collins,22 and the refractive indexntop is calculated using the
Bruggeman approximation25 to relatentop and nbulk. So the
top layer thicknessdtop andntop are exchangeable.

The measured trajectory is simulated piece by pie
with every successive trajectory piece having a differentdtop

value. Further improvement of the fit of the experimen
data is achieved by including a small intermediate layer
30–60 Å between the bulk and the oxide layer with a refr
tive index of 1.5–3. This layer enables us to simulate
small jump in theC–D trajectory after the starting point an
corresponds to initial growth of ana-Si:H layer with larger
void fraction than the bulk as a result of, most probab
nucleation dominated growth onc-Si.1–5,26This intermediate

FIG. 3. Optical growth model used consisting of a substrate, a native o
layer, an intermediate layer,a-Si:H bulk and a top layer. The line in the
graph corresponds to a measured ellipsometry trajectory. The circles c
spond to the simulated ellipsometry trajectory using the optical model.
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film buried at the interface between the substrate and b
film could correspond to an imperfect coalescence of
initial nuclei but an intermediate film of SiO2 and a-Si:H
could also explain the observed interface film with low
refractive index. At high growth rate the used RCE set
collects only two to three data points for the initial grow
phase, which is not enough to exclude the initial grow
mechanism. Note that if the intermediate layer correspo
to imperfect coalescence of nuclei, this behavior eviden
differs from observed nucleation at low growth rates.22–24

As shown in Fig. 3 the simulation based on the optic
model introduced is consistent with the measured ellipsom
ric trajectory. In the simulations the roughness and b
thickness varied in time andnsub andksub also vary slightly
to improve the fit with the experiment. Other parameters
kept constant. The uniqueness of the fits is concluded fr
the fact that by taking, for example, a different value ofnsub,
the other three varying parameters show the same peri
fluctuations in time as the ellipsometricC and D values
which are unphysical. From a large set of measurements
corresponding simulations at various deposition conditio
it is determined that the bulk refractive index varies duri
deposition~Dn/n)bulk<0.02 and the bulk extinction coeffi
cient varies during deposition (Dk/k)bulk<0.07. From simu-
lations we learned that the latter variation is larger beca
the kbulk is more sensitive to the intermediate layer and s
face roughness. The variation inn could correspond to
changing void fractions with bulk thickness, similar to th
work of Collins,22 who found a decreasing bulk void fractio
with increasing film thickness. Next we will show that the
variations innbulk andkbulk are small enough to conclude th
at the conditions used the bulka-Si:H growth is homoge-
neous. As thenbulk is constant within the measurement’s a
curacy this would mean that no density gradient is presen
the a-Si:H film apart from the intermediate layer and th
surface roughness. The density of ETPa-Si:H films already
has been measured using elastic recoil detection ana
~ERDA! and the following empirical relation between th
atomic hydrogen densitycH andnbulk ~632.8 nm! was found:
cH5(3.2220.66)3nbulk31022 at cm23.27 Using the ob-
served RCE accuracy (Dn/n)bulk<0.02 and assuming tha
the total density is constant during deposition the atom
hydrogen density does not change relatively more th
DcH /cH,0.03 during deposition.

Summarizing, we have shown that an optical grow
model, based on homogeneous bulk growth and an in t
evolving top layer corresponding to surface roughness
also valid for high ratea-Si:H growth.1–5,13,22–24

From the bulk thickness evolution the growth rate c
easily be determined. In Fig. 4 the growth rate from RC
measurements are plotted versus the growth rate obta
from thickness measurements usingex situIR absorption on
the films grown for various deposition conditions~r
52 – 500 Å s21!. The IR measurement procedure used a
interpretation of the measured IR spectra are prese
elsewhere.28 The RCE growth shows a good correlation wi
the growth rate determined from the IR growth rate. F
growth rates larger than 200 Å s21 both diagnostics becom
less accurate. For growth rates smaller than 200 Å s21, con-
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ditions at which solar grade material is deposited, the p
posed optical growth model is satisfactory in describing
optical growth. At higher growth rates~>200 Å s21! the
RCE and IR results start to differ. These high growth ra
are obtained at low hydrogen dilution plasma conditions a
substrate temperature of 100 °C, conditions in which fil
with a high void fraction are deposited.29 The model used to
fit the IR spectra and the optical model used to fit the R
data assumes homogeneous bulk growth and this may
longer be valid for film growth having a high volume vo
fraction. Another problem that can play a role is the obtain
roughness of 300 Å or more at growth rates higher than
Å s21. Since the top layer in the optical model is based up
the Bruggeman approximation which simulates microsco
roughness, at a roughness larger than 300 Å this approx
tion is no longer valid because the roughness is entering
macroscopic roughness range.30 This will severely influence
interpretation of the measured IR data and the ellipsome
data at these extremely higha-Si:H deposition rates. The
ETP a-Si:H research is mainly focused on the growth ra
range of 2–200 Å s21 in which the optical growth model is
very suitable for explaininga-Si:H growth.

The measured refractive index at 632.8 nm versus
substrate temperature during deposition obtained fromin situ
RCE, TR and SE measurements is plotted in Fig. 5 for de
sitions at a growth rate of 80 Å s21. Notice that the TR and
SE measurements are performed at room temperature an
RCE results corresponds to thenbulk at the substrate tempera
ture during deposition. The SE measurements are perfor
on samples deposited under similar conditions. The ref

FIG. 4. Growth rate obtained by RCE plotted vs the growth rate obtai
with ex situIR measurements.

FIG. 5. In situ refractive index~squares! and refractive index obtained byex
situ TR measurements~circles! and SE measurements~triangles!, all at
632.8 nm, plotted vs substrate temperature.
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tive index from the SE measurements is fitted using the
electric function model described by Ferlautoet al.31 The TR
measurement was performed weeks later after an anne
30 min at 180 °C. The refractive index trend obtained fro
TR, SE and RCE measurements is consistent. The depa
between, on the one hand, the TR and SE and, on the o
hand, the RCE measurements is based upon the refra
index temperature dependence. From the RCE and TR
the a-Si:H refractive index temperature dependen
Dna-Si:H /(Tsub2T0), whereT0 is the room temperature an
Dna-Si:H is the change in refractive index betweenTsub and
T0, is determined and varies from a maximum value
Dna-Si:H /(Tsub2T0)5(3.060.3)31023 K21 for films de-
posited at 250 °C to a minimum value ofDna-Si:H /(Tsub

2T0)5(7.060.7)31024 K21 for films deposited at
500 °C. This is a factor of 2–10 higher than forc-Si where
Dnc-Si /DT53.031024– 4.431024 K21,16–21 and differs
from purea-Si which shows a totally different temperatu
dependence of the optical constants:Dna-Si /DT521.43
31024 K21 at 632.8 nm.32 The authors in the latter refer
ences explained this effect by the following refractive ind
behavior: dn/dT5dn/dT ~volume effect!1dn/dT ~elec-
tronic effect!, where volume effects refer to thermal expa
sion and always causes a decrease ofn with temperature.
This means that for oura-Si:H films deposited at 250 °C th
volume effect is smaller than the electronic effect as
a-Si:H films deposited at 500 °C the volume effect becom
relatively more important, but is still smaller than the ele
tronic effect. This is in agreement with the fact thata-Si:H
films deposited at 500 °C have the lowest hydrogen con
~;4%! and resemblea-Si the most.

In Fig. 6kbulk obtained from RCE andex situTR and SE
measurements at 632.8 nm versus the substrate temper
during deposition is plotted for depositions at an 80 Å s21

growth rate. The observed trend of increasingkbulk and in-
creasing difference between RCE and TR measurem
with temperature can be explained by two effects: one
based upon changing the intrinsic properties with subst
temperature and the second is absorption enhancement
temperature. First with increasing substrate temperature
hydrogen content decreases and as a result the band
ETauc is smaller. The HeNe photons have an energy of 1
eV, which is in the extended states of thea-Si:H absorption
spectrum. The smaller the band gap the higher the absorp

dFIG. 6. In situ andex situextinction coefficients at 632.8 nm obtained b
RCE ~squares!, TR ~circles! and SE~triangles! measurements, respectively
vs substrate temperature.
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at 1.95 eV. This first effect causes the increase in thekbulk as
a function of the substrate temperature obtained by TR
cause these measurements are performedex situ at room
temperature. In Fig. 7 thekbulk ~TR! and the hydrogen con
tent ~are under the IR absorption peak at the 640 cm21 SiHx

wagging mode! versusETauc obtained from TR measure
ments is plotted, showing the correlation among those th
parameters.

The second effect, which explains the increasing diff
ence between thekbulk obtained by RCE and TR measur
ments, is that due to the increased phonon population at
film temperatures, where the probability of indirect tran
tions is increased, which is shown in the higherkbulk , values
obtained from RCE in comparison to the values obtain
from TR. As the substrate temperature increases the ave
phonon energy also increases which lowers the effec
ETauc* resulting in a higher extinction coefficient at 1.95 e
From Fig. 6 we deduced thekbulk temperature dependence
Dka-Si:H /(Tsub2T0) which has values between (4.860.3)
31024 and (7.760.5)31024 K21 for the a-Si:H films de-
posited at temperatures from 250 up to 500 °C. These va
are of the same order as those reported for purea-Si where
Dka-Si /DT54.8531024 K21.32

The proposed optical model, which explains the m
sured ellipsometry trajectories and values fornbulk andkbulk

and growth rater, enables us additionally to monitor th
surface roughness evolution in time. In Fig. 8 the top la

FIG. 7. Extinction coefficient~TR! at 632.8 nm and the area under the Six

640 cm21 wagging peak, corresponding to the bulk hydrogen content
measuredETauc ~TR!. The dotted line represents the empirical relationk
5(1.50– 0.813ETauc) deduced.

FIG. 8. Roughnessdtop vs bulk film thickness on ac-Si substrate for sub-
strate temperatures of 250, 300, and 400 °C. Silane is injected 150 mm
the arc outlet. The solid lines are the fits describing fractal growthdtop

;tb.
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thickness versus the bulk thickness on ac-Si substrate is
plotted at three different substrate temperatures. Since
growth rate is constant during deposition, the horizontal a
can also be interpreted as a time axis bydbulk5r 3time. Note
that thedtop has an accuracy of 0.1 Å, showing that the He
red light is suitable for probing the surface roughness w
sufficient sensitivity.

At a bulk thickness of 500 Å the surface roughness
around 20–50 Å and, since the final roughness is 30–70
this means that the roughness is mainly produced during
tial growth, as also observed by others.1,3 The top layer time
dependence in the initial phase (dbulk<500 Å! can be de-
scribed bydtop;tb,33 whereb is the dynamic scaling expo
nent, equal to one half for random growth and smaller th
one half if smoothening occurs during growth. At hig
growth rates~80 Å s21! b varies from 0.3 to 0.7 for ETP
deposition onc-Si,34 which corresponds to initial growth
without smoothening processes. As mentioned earlier
these high growth rates a bulk change of 4 ML can be
tected with the RCE setup used, meaning that in the nu
ation phase no evolution of a single ML can be detect
This makes it impossible to determine what kind of nuc
ation process occurs during initial growth at high grow
rates.

After initial growth the roughness increases slightly,
agreement with Refs. 3, 6, and 34, and does not bec
smoother as it does in Ref. 1. Figure 8 also shows that
postinitial roughness evolution~dtop.500 Å! can be mod-
eled bydtop;tb ~solid lines!. The obtained dynamic scalin
exponents areb50.11 at 250 °C,b50.31 at 300 °C, and
b50.18 at 400 °C and are smaller than1

2, suggesting that a
smoothening mechanism occurs during deposition. The
ues obtained are similar to the measuredb values using
atomic force microscopy~AFM! and scanning tunneling mi
croscopy~STM! at low a-Si:H growth rates~<2 Å s21!.35–38

As the dynamic scaling exponent correlates with the grow
mechanism, there is an evident difference between in
growth and bulk growth. Theb values obtained suggest th
b shows a maximum at high growth conditions~70 Å s21! at
a certain substrate temperature around 300 °C. As will
shown in a later paper, this maximum is a transition from
ballistic fractal growth model describing the roughness e
lution at low temperatures, to solid on solid fractal growth
high temperatures, both including surface smoothening.39

Figure 9 shows the surface roughness at a bulk thickn
of 0.500mm using two types of substrates,c-Si ~RCE! and
Corning 7059~ex situ SE! and chrome~RCE!, versus the
substrate temperature. The RCE roughness results are
pared with the results ofex situ SE measurements on si
a-Si:H films deposited on Corning 7059 substrates un
similar conditions to those presented in this article. The v
fraction of the top layer in the simulation of the RCE and S
measurements is fixed at 0.50. Thedtop obtained from SE
shows the same trend as the RCE results but the abs
values are consistently larger than the RCE~c-Si! ones and
consistent with the RCE~chrome! results over the tempera
ture range used except for the deposition at 400 °C. No
that there are some experimental differences between
RCE and SE measurements, which could result in a sl
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difference between the RCE and SE results. First, the
measurements are performed at room temperature. Sec
the surface of thea-Si:H films is covered by a native oxid
layer in contrast to the surface during the RCE measu
ments. Third, apart from the different substrates used
bulk thicknesses at which the SE roughness is obtained s
ter between 0.48 and 0.59mm as the RCE roughness is o
tained at 0.500mm. Overall, the SE roughness results va
date the RCE model used for high growth rate.

Furthermore, Fig. 9 shows that the roughness decre
with increasing temperature. The roughness at 0.500mm
does not depend strongly within the accuracy on the na
of the substrate, meaning that at high growth rates nuclea
induced differences3 vanish in the postinitial roughness ev
lution. The fact that the surface becomes smoother at hig
substrate temperatures again suggests that the substrate
perature surface smoothing process is thermally activa
The smoother the surface, the denser the film, as show
Fig. 5, and the better the opto-electronic properties.40

A more profound description of the roughness evolut
and dominating growth mechanisms as function of grow
rate and substrate temperature will be presented elsewhe41

CONCLUSIONS

An optical model consisting of a substrate, native ox
layer, intermediate film, bulk film and roughness layer w
presented to simulate the ellipsometric trajectories of h
growth rate deposition ofa-Si:H. The results show that at
growth rate of 80 Å s21 for Tsub.300 °C the material is more
dense. This is in agreement with the obtained roughn
which is the smallest for these substrate temperatures.
decreasing roughness with increasing substrate temper
and the obtained dynamic scaling exponentb determined
from the postinitial growth phase, which are smaller than1

2,
suggest that the smoothing process is thermally activa
The observed roughness on thec-Si substrate and chrom
substrate does not differ significantly at bulk thickness
0.50mm.

We have shown that thein situ values ofnbulk andkbulk

obtained differ from values measured using TR at room te
perature, so this temperature effect must be included in
terpretation of thein situ measurements. The observed RC
nbulk temperature dependence at 632.8 nm for the high

FIG. 9. Roughnessdtop at bulk thickness of 5000 Å for deposition onc-Si
~square, RCE! and on Corning 7059~triangle, SE! substrates and chrom
substrates~circle, RCE! vs substrate temperature. Silane is injected 20 m
from the arc outlet.
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